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Business gurus have expressed concern
over brutal acts committed by some
officers in the Malawi police service
saying the behaviour is denting the image
of Malawi as an investment destination,

in so doing, derailing President Peter Mutharika’s
investment promotion drive.

Representatives of the private sector this publication
interviewed both at a stakeholders meeting for the
Malawi Chamber of Mines and Energy at Crossroads
Hotel and the Lilongwe Trade Fair at the Gateway Mall
in Lilongwe confided to this publication that there are
not satisfied with the service offered by the country’s
law enforcers saying instead of protecting people’s
property, there are mostly demanding bribes from
businesses for petty reasons.
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Stakeholders in Malawi’s minerals sector have
bemoaned delays by the government in tabling
the revised Mines and Minerals Bill (MMB) in
parliament saying the country needs a new law
in place to ensure that its citizens get a fair

share of benefits from mineral resources.
The stakeholders who have voiced out their concerns

include representatives of the civil society, private sector,
traditional leaders and small-scale miners.

On the civil society front, Programme Officer
(Extractives) for the Centre for Environmental Policy
and Advocacy (CEPA), Cynthia Simkonda, says it is
unfortunate that Malawi continues to use the Mines and
Minerals Act of 1981 which has resoundingly been branded
as archaic and outdated.

“The delays in enacting the new law is denying
Malawian citizens especially members of the community
in mining areas benefits they could get from aspects of the
new legislation such as community development
agreements,” she says.

Board Chairperson for Natural Resources Justice
Network (NRJN), Kossam Munthali, says delays in
enacting the new law defeats the unity of purpose among all
stakeholders to promote transparency, accountability and
fairness in the mining sector.

Munthali says the delay is posing several challenges as the
law was crafted to prevent fraud, corruption, mitigate licence
disputes, enforce adherence to community development
agreements which will reduce hostilities towards investors
and all in all ensure effective management and governance

of the entire mining industry.
“You might be aware that Malawi is soon supposed to

go under EITI (Extractives industry Transparency
Initiative) assessment and the delay will do Malawi’s
candidature no favour as there is a requirement of
operational legal framework in order for a country to move
towards being deemed compliant,” he says.

On the private sector side; Coordinator for Malawi
Chamber of Mines, Grain Malunga, says there is need for
the government to enact the new law as soon as possible in
order to create a vibrant mining industry that will move the
ailing national economy to greater heights.

“In this time when countries across the globe are
competing for foreign direct investment, the delay in
embracing the new law may affect Malawi as an
investment destination as investors will not be certain of
Malawi’s legislative environment,” says Malunga.  

Geologist James Chatupa of Craton Resources agrees
with Malunga in calling on government to ensure that
there is in place a piece of legislation respected by
all stakeholders  in the mining sector including the
government, mining companies, the civil society and
members of the community. 

“Our parliamentarians must expedite the revisions of
some of the clauses in the law where shortfalls and
weaknesses have been identified,” says Chatupa in his
write-up presented to participants at a Knowledge
Exchange Workshop on stakeholders oversight role of the
mining sector which CEPA held in Salima with financial
support from Tilitonse Fund.

Traditional leaders have also added voice in lobbying
the government to expedite the enactment of the new law

with Paramount Chief Kyungu stressing that the
community development agreements clauses in the new
law will help the government to enforce mining companies
to fulfill the corporate social responsibility pledges they
make when launching projects.

“We need this law to ensure that corporate social
responsibility is real. Companies should not run away
from it,” says Kyungu. cont. on page 11

Stakeholders who attended Mines and Minerals Bill consultative workshop held last year in Lilongwe 

Simkonda: It’s unfortunate that we are still using outdated law

Stakeholders bemoan delays 
in enacting new Mines Law
•••Bill with Attorney General’s Office -Minister

By Marcel Chimwala



“Traffic police are the worst corrupt
and brutal, as they are now taking advantage of the slow
service at the Road Traffic Directorate to obtain documents
such as Certificate of Fitness (COF) for vehicles, to demand
hefty sums of money from motorists whose vehicles’ COF
expired, blackmailing them with arrests” said an official for a
mineral exploration company, who declined to be mentioned.

He told Mining and Trade Review that he believed in
President Peter Mutharika when he assured investors at the
Malawi Investment Forum in Lilongwe last year that he will
protect their investments both physically and fiscally but it
is surprising that the situation on the ground is contrary.

“It is unfortunate that instead of giving us security, some
police officers are giving us insecurity by becoming the real
thieves while on the fiscal front the economy keeps on
tumbling, and portable water and electricity have now
become scarce,” he said.

Another investor, a director for a manufacturing
company, told Mining & Trade Review that Police are
disturbing the work at his company because on many
occasions they arrest some of his members of staff for no
apparent reason.

“The President gives me hope when he talks about
security but is security arresting an employee who has gone
to have his lunch at a free market on these so called rogue
and vagabond charges? I think there is need for more
sensitization for our police officers to stop this abuse of
power and overzealous response to issues,” he said.

The investor also told this publication that he was
surprised that a traffic police officer took away his driving
licence and he had to part away with a K20,000 to get it back.

“I tried to reason with the police officer that I will pay
the correct fine for the traffic offence of over speeding to the
cashier but he insisted at getting my driver’s licence so that
I pay the money directly to him as a bribe,” he said.

Police arrest Mining & Trade Review Editor
As a business entity, Mining & Trade Review has also

been at the receiving end of this savagery by officers of the
Malawi Police Service twice in a period of five months
within the city of Lilongwe.

On July 8 this year, Traffic officers at Chitsime Police
roadblock on M1 arrested the Mining & Trade Review’s
Editor, Marcel Chimwala, when he was overseeing the
circulation exercise for the publication.

A police officer signalled Chimwala, who was driving a
Mazda saloon, to stop at the far right of the road, but he
misjudged the police sign thinking the officer had signalled
him to proceed.

The brutal police officers followed him to the bookshop
at Puma Service Station, about 100 metres away , where
they r o u g h e d  h i m  u p despite his plea to be heard.

The police later
detained the journalist
in a police cell at
C h i t s i m e  P o l i c e
Station and it had to
take his colleagues to
pay K10,000 to the
officers to release
him.

T h e  s i t u a t i o n
occurred after another
scenario at Area 24
when a Mining &
Trade Review crew
was forced out  of
the i r  vehic le  and
rounded up by Police
when they had parked
to drop a colleague
after working long hours.

The crew was detained for about 10 hours at Lilongwe
Police Station where there were scores of people picked on
rogue and vagabond charges.

The Police forced the Mining & Trade Review team, just
as the rest of the detainees, to accept the rogue and
vagabond charges by harassing and threatening them that
they would be sent to Maula Prison if they continue denying
the charges but the media persons stood to their ground.

After taking to court the over 50 persons, who were
packed in the tiny cell, to be charged with rogue and
vagabond, Police released the Mining & Trade Review
team.

Of late, Malawi’s media has been awash with reports of
brutal acts by police officers which include the beating up
of students at University of Malawi’s Chancellor College
in Zomba, who were protesting the rise in tuition fees.

The students, who were beaten up by police blocked a
convoy of US Second Lady, Jill Biden, who was travelling
to Machinga for an official function.

The overzealous Malawi Police are also on record to
have shot dead, in cold blood, 20 innocent citizens whose
crime was demonstrating for their rights on July 20 2011.  

As we went press, Police national spokesperson Nicholas
Gondwa was yet to respond to our call for an interview to
hear the police’s side of the story on these issues
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Equipment and Parts Suppliers (EPS), one of Malawi’s reputable industrial mining, construction  equipment and spare parts distributors was
a major exhibitor at the recently ended Lilongwe Trade Fair.  The entity played dual important roles as a participant as well as a sponsor. 
Mining & Trade Review crew was there to capture it all in pictures:

...from front page

EPS steals show at Lilongwe Trade Fair
BByy  JJaammeess  KKaazzeemmbbee

Police teargas: Common scenes in Malawi

Cartoon
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Representatives of civil society organisations
advocating for good governance and effective
management of the country’s mining sector had
an opportunity to improve their knowledge
and understanding of Corporate Social

Responsibility (CSR) issues thanks to a training workshop
held on June 26, 2016 at Riverside Hotel in Lilongwe, which
was organized by the Catholic Commission for Justice and
Peace (CCJP) with funding from Tilitonse Fund.

CCJP Acting Executive Director Martin Chiphwanya
said the workshop was aimed at enabling CSOs to become
conversant with CSR issues in order to competently provide
effective oversight role and ensure that communities reap
substantial benefits from exploration and mining projects
taking place in their areas.

“As CSOs, we need to know what we are fighting for.
In this case, we need to understand what CSR entails so that
we engage stakeholders, in this respect companies, and push
them into upholding their fundamental responsibilities in
areas of their activities,” he said.

Chiphwanya explained that pressure brings about
change and that it is imperative for the CSOs to attain
competency in issues like CSR, so that they provide proper

guidance to the people they represent, to allow them make
informed demands from corporate entities operating in their
environs.

The task of taking the participants through the training
was assigned to a consulting entity, Versatile Marketing,
whose Managing Partner, Dan Kamanga, described CSR as
“the responsibility of an organisation for the impacts of its
decisions and activities on society and the environment.”

Kamanga, who was the main facilitator at the workshop,
said corporate entities are businesses whose main reason is
to make profits, and for them to exist and thrive there are a
lot of other stakeholders such as customers, members of the
community and employees involved.

He said businesses and these stakeholders need to
operate in an ecosystem-like environment where there is
reciprocated dependability.

“Social responsibilities of businesses are those that arise
in context of corporate-stakeholder relationship. Imagine
what would happen if customers or community stopped
purchasing products of a company or if corporates decided
to stop supporting customers or providing services to
community?” he asked.

The facilitator explained that the relationship between
these two sides should not be parasitic; rather it should be
cordial and have positive bearing on both parties because

decisions and activities of one unit affect the other.
He also stressed the need for companies to consider

every aspect that affects the environs they operate from.

By Chiku Jere

CSOs drilled in corporate s
...made to understand obligations of

cont. on page 9

Chiphwanya: CCJP Acting Executive Director

CSO members showcase their certificates in a group photograph after the training
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When President Peter Mutharika made his
maiden State of the Nation Address after
coming into power through the fiercely
contested elections in 2014, what shone out was
his desire to create a conducive environment for
businesses in the country.
Ever since, Mutharika’s agenda to promote

Malawi as a viable investment destination has
been clearly visible in speeches delivered at
different local and international forums.
Ministers responsible for economic sectors

have towed Mutharika’s line with Joseph
Mwanamveka for trade busy organizing investment forums locally
and internationally.
Likewise, Minister of Natural Resources, Energy and Mining Bright

Msaka seems to have devoted much of his time beckoning independent
power producers and mining investors to bring the much needed
foreign direct investment.
However, it is disappointing that while Mutharika and other facets

of government are such busy promoting Malawi as an investment
destination, some unruly police officers are denting the image of the
country as a peaceful country with a stable business environment.
We say this in view of brutal acts by police as we have reported in

our main article and also reported by other media houses.
On the issue of the Chancellor College students who blocked the

convoy of the US Second Lady Jill Biden from going to Machinga,
police could have professionally prevented this embarrassing occurrence
from happening. Their blissful incompetency was exposed to the core.
Eventually and without shame they turned it on innocent students on the
campus. Imagine a male fully trained and armed to teeth officer raising
hands against a female student? The question we have is that; were there
no any alternatives these officers would have used to query the
situation other than brutalizing the students who were only exercising
their rights?
Surely, poor and miscalculated handling of the issue has resulted in

Malawi appearing in the international media for wrong reasons. As
Mutharika has always emphasized, it would do us good to appear in
the international media with the news that we have investment
opportunities and surely not that some savages masquerading as law
enforces are beating up citizens.
On the part of traffic police, it appears they are taking advantage of

the delays in the process of issuing of relevant documents at the Road
Traffic Directorate to blackmail and harass motorists, which is another
unfortunate development. 
We also feel this issue where by police officers just move around

arresting any person unfortunate on that particular day on what they
call rogue and vagabond charges needs to be addressed as innocent
citizens including our members of staff have found themselves in the
cooler for no reasons at all. 
It is also sad that police officers torture suspects to force them to

admit these senseless charges.  We, therefore, feel as a nation we have to
repeal the vagrancy laws which these corrupt savages are taking
advantage of, in order for people to live and do businesses freely.
Otherwise, no foreign investor would be attracted to a nation where

citizens are living in fear of ruthless police officers who are taking
advantage of archaic legislation to molest citizens. Surely, these brutal
police officers are not only denting the image of Malawi as a free and
stable democratic country but they are also bruising Mutharika’s
investment promotion mission. 

BY MARCEL CHIMWALA 
PUBLISHING EDITOR

By 
Rachel Etter-Phoya

M
alawi will soon have
a  minera l  r igh ts
management system
and freely accessible
o n l i n e  p o r t a l  t o

improve transparency and coordination
in the mining sector. The internal and
external systems will be developed by
Spatial Dimension that won the contract

under the Mining Governance and Growth Support Project that the Government is implementing through
a USD 25m loan from the World Bank and a EUR 4.51m grant from the European Union.

The aim is to establish an internal government system that includes data relevant to licencing, mapping,
inspections, environmental compliance and revenue. The new system will improve the way the government
manages the application process for potential investors and monitors, oversees compliance of and collects
revenue from existing licence holders. Housed in the Department of Mines Headquarters in Lilongwe,
regional mining offices will also have access to the system along with other relevant government
departments and agencies, such as the Malawi Revenue Authority.

Some of the information from the internal system that should be up to date and accurate will be synced
with an online platform that all stakeholders can access. This will be in the form of a map, powered by Esri,
with layers of different types of licences with associated licence information such as company ownership,
issuance and expiry date and type of minerals. The image is an example for Zambia’s portal. There will
likely be additional access for licence holders so that they have a clear overview of necessary actions – such
as the payment of fees or submission of a report. 

At the inception meeting, held in July 2016, the Department of Mines and Spatial Dimension presented
some of the existing challenges with the way licences are managed – disparate and no central database, poor
overlap validation of licences, lack of proactive remedy to non-compliance and overdue payments, no
external notifications for fees owed or expiry, and poor integration with other government systems.
Efforts have been made in the past to implement a cadastral based system, but at present the Department
of Mines has been using a paper-based and manual GIS-based system to manage licences.

The EITI Secretariat expects that this system will make it is easier to track, ensure collection and
follow up on revenue per licence and per company. Giving greater transparency to revenue management
is a necessary measure to ensure that taxes, rents and royalties are collected from mining and exploration
companies. This evidence will be collated in the first EITI report due in April 2017. 

However, the FlexiCadastre that Spatial Dimension is installing will only be as good as the system
users. Consultant on the project, Charles Young, explained that successful implementation requires strong
leadership and long-term dedicated staff. In addition, Malawi must pass the Mines and Minerals Bill swiftly
so that it can be reflected in the system otherwise greater costs will be incurred later on to modify the
system. Lastly, the Government must have in place a financial sustainability plan to pay the annual
maintenance and upgrade fees to ensure the system runs after the project phases out

Examining Malawi’s journey towards EITI compliance
CSOs drilled in corporate s
...made to understand obligations of

Zambia’s online mining cadastre portal: http://portals.flexicadastre.com/zambia/

Increasing transparency
in the management of
rights to Mw’s minerals
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Though mining is yet to start at its flagship
Songwe Hill Rare Earth Project, Mkango
Resources has emerged as a shining example
in Malawi’s mineral sector on corporate social
responsibility (CSR) initiatives. 

The company, which owns 100% of the Songwe
resource through its subsidiary company Lancaster
Exploration, has substantially invested in community
development projects in the Songwe area in sectors that
include water supply, education, agriculture, culture,
transport and infrastructure development.( see recent CSR
video from company website https://vimeo.com/17082
0404/c28ee0fd37).

“One of Mkango's core principles is to ensure that
there is poverty reduction, improved education and
empowerment of previously disadvantaged groups within
the communities that we work in. Therefore, it is important
for us to implement meaningful, sustainable and successful
social responsibility programmes commensurate with the
stage of exploration and development,” says President for
Mkango Resources, Alexander Lemon.
Education

In the area of education, Mkango Resources is pursuing
a programme involving the improvement of infrastructure
and provision of learning materials to primary schools in
the Songwe area. 

This programme has seen the company partnering a
local Malawian non-governmental organization, boNGO
WorldWide, in a Happy Classrooms project that will see 24
classrooms renovated. To date over 15 classrooms within
the primary schools of the area have been completed with
artistic expressions depicting the school curriculum on the
classroom walls and in so doing developing the classrooms
into learner-friendly facilities.

The advantage of the Happy Classrooms Project is that
children can learn using the walls even after school time.The
decorated walls are bright and stimulate the children’s
minds helping them learn better. In addition, the decorated
walls offer teachers new teaching aids in the absence of text
books and other teaching aids,as well asallowing teachers
to use a broader variety of teaching methods.

Says Country Manager for Mkango Resources Burton
Kachinnjika: “Through this programme, we are building a
foundation for the future. Our aim is to educate and train
children from the area so that when we rollout the actual
mining works, we should not go elsewhere to look for
employees but recruit from within.” 

“We believe that the transformation of these school
blocks will make both learning and teaching easier and we
envisage improved grades on the part of the pupils.”

Mkango also runs an annual competition where the top 3
graded boys and girls from the 3 local primary schools will
get their secondary school fees paid for. The company also
offers training programs for Malawian graduate geologists
and sampling assistants and in addition has made donations
of educational and sporting equipment to local schools.

Agriculture
In the agricultural sector, the company’s interventions

are also visible. With the guidance of the National Small
Holder Farmers Association of Malawi (NASFAM),
Mkango has donated various kinds of seeds to the farming
communities within the area it operates as one way of
developing the impoverished farming communities.

The seeds donated to the community include that of
high yielding variety of pigeon peas which is both a cash
and food crop for the area and suites well the weather
conditions.

The arrangement is that, upon harvest of the crop, each
farmer is required to return 8 kg of the proceeds to Mkango
Resources Ltd for safe storage, so that the seed should, also,
be redistributed to other farmers in the following farming
season.

“The initiative is  a seed build-up revolving fund which

every farming household in the area should benefit
from.The main aim of this intervention is to economically
empower the communities because we have noticed that
the area has high-levels of poverty so the crop yield would
be used as a tool to alleviate the situation both through
domestic consumption as well as sale of the surplus for
income generation,” Kachinjika says.

Infrastructure development
Mkango also invested in the development of various

social infrastructures in the Songwe Hill area which include
access roads, bridges and boreholes.

Two water boreholes and pumps were recently fully
restored and donated to the nearby Wahiya and Nowa
Villages, and other nine new and existing borehole pumps
within the surrounding villages have continued to be
serviced and repaired.

Chanza: Executive Director - CEPA Chatupa: Consulting Geologist

By Marcel Chimwala

MMkkaannggoo  sshhiinneess  oonn  ccoorrppoorrate  social  responsibility

Mkango came to the rescue of the community by donating relief materials Mkango after devastating floods                                                                                                                                           

Mkango Resources officials assisting floods victims                                                A woman drawing water from a borehole drilled with funds from Mkango         A bridge built by Mkango                                                        Learning made easier, one of Mkango’s contributions to education                      Farming communities aided with pigeon pea seeds 
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Mkango also drilled a water borehole to supply
Mphembezu Primary School and village.

Local road and bridge maintenance programme is
continuing, which, apart from improving local infrastructure,
provides an alternative source of employment and income
to the local communities. Mkango also previously
refurbished seven existing bridges and constructed a new
bridge, in addition to refurbishment of roads to
Mphembezu and Maone villages, and to Songwe to provide
all year round access.

The company also recently built and opened a new
bridge to reconnect the refurbished road between Noah and
Mphembezu villages.

Relief 
Kachinjika explains that as a symbol of its commitment

to supporting the local communities in the Songwe Hill
area, Mkango last year donated various essential items to

470 householdsin the area whose livelihoods were seriously
affected by flooding which caused wide spread devastation
across Malawi.

The relief items donated by Mkango to the households
included maize flour, blankets, polythene roofing
materials, buckets, cups and various kitchen utensils.

“We are substantially investing in CSR initiatives
because our focus is on sustainable development aimed at
reducing poverty and hunger,” says Kachinjika.

A research project conducted by the civil society in
Malawi with funding from Tilitonse Fund also gave thumbs
up to Mkango Resources for its CSR commitments at
Songwe Hill Project.

“We are so far impressed with the community
engagement principle and the CSR initiatives that
Mkango is undertaking at Songwe. We hope they will
continue on this path and fulfill the other pledges and we
also ask other mining and exploration companies to
embrace Mkango as a role model in Malawi on Corporate
Social Responsibility,” said Economic Justice Coordinator
for Norwegian Church Aid, Thokozani Mapemba.

There is no legislation in Malawi that currently
governs corporate social responsibility. However, with the
upcoming tabling of the revised Mines and Minerals Bill,
which is set to update the 1981 legislation, mining
companies will likely be requested to enter into

community development agreements.
“We always engage the community to propose projects

that they want to be implemented in the area because we
regard members of the community as partners in the
project,” says Kachinjika.

Mkango starts trading on the AIM market of London
Stock Exchange.

Mkango is currently conducting a bankable feasibility
study on the Songwe Hill Rare Earth Project after
successfully completing a pre-feasibility study.

On June 15, the TSX-V:MKA listed company
announced that it has also been admitted to start trading on
the AIM market of the London Stock Exchange.

William Dawes, Chief Executive of Mkango, stated:
"We are very pleased to announce the successful AIM
listing and placing, which together with our listing on TSX-V,
provides the company with a strong platform moving
forward. Over the last five years, Mkango has advanced the
Songwe Hill rare earth project in Malawi from an early
stage exploration target to an updated pre-feasibility in
November 2015 (NPV10 US$345 million), and is now one
of the very few listed rare earth companies globally with
an advanced stage rare earth project, and the only focused
rare earth company listed on the London Stock Exchange.”  

“Based on extensive benchmarking and industry
analysis, I am confident that Mkango has the potential to be
a future low capex, lowest cost quartile, sustainable
producer of rare earths, thereby providing a strong
foundation for entering into partnerships, marketing and
off-take arrangements.”  

“Approximately 50% of global rare earth demand is
attributable to clean technologies so we are well positioned
to benefit from global growth in this sector, for example
hybrid and electric vehicles, wind power and catalytic
convertors. Furthermore, in terms of other rare earth
applications, we anticipate China, India and emerging
economies to fuel a long-term surge in consumer
technology demand growth.”  

Airborne Survey confirms mineral anomalies in
Mkango’s Thambani licence area

Besides Songwe Hill, Mkango is conducting preliminary
exploration work at Thambani in Mwanza and the company
previously reported that data collected by the Malawi
Government  through the  World  Bank f inanced
Countrywide Airborne Geophysical Survey confirmed
radiometric and magnetic anomalies in the licence area.

The airborne geophysical survey, which covered
approximately two thirds of Mkango’s Thambani licence
area, was flown at 250 metre spacing.

“We are very excited with the results of the airborne
survey, which further confirms significant potential for
uranium, niobium, tantalum and other minerals in the
Thambani licence. This area benefits from good infrastructure
including roads, power and a new railway line passing
through the south of it. To date, the market has yet to
recognize Thambani's potential and we continue to look at
opportunities to maximise value,” said Dawes

Mkango  shines  on  corpoorraattee  ssoocciiaall  rreessppoonnssiibbiilliittyy

Mkango came to the rescue of the community by donating relief materials Mkango after devastating floods                                                                                                                                           

Mkango Resources officials assisting floods victims                                                A woman drawing water from a borehole drilled with funds from Mkango         A bridge built by Mkango                                                        Learning made easier, one of Mkango’s contributions to education                      Farming communities aided with pigeon pea seeds 

Mkango’s Country Director Kachinjika consoling community
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ocial responsibility norms
mining investors

“Corporates need to operate through
transparent and ethical behaviour that contributes to sustainable
development taking into account the expectations of
stakeholders in compliance with applicable law and
consistent with international norms of behaviour,” he said.

Kamanga cited aspects enshrined in a number of
international guidelines on CSR such as the United Nations
Global Compact (UNGC) and Global Reporting Initiative
(GRI).

UNGC is a call to companies everywhere to voluntarily
align their operations and strategies with ten universally
accepted principles in the areas of human rights, labour,
environment and anti-corruption, and to take action in
support of UN goals and issues. 

The UNGC principles are derived from the Universal
Declaration on Human Rights, the International Labour
Organization’s Declaration on Fundamental Principles and
Rights at Work, the Rio Declaration on Environment and
Development, and the United Nations Convention Against
Corruption.

The human rights principle calls for businesses to
support and respect the protection of internationally
proclaimed human rights, and make sure that they are not
complicit in human rights abuses.

On labour, businesses are obligated to uphold the
freedom of association and the effective recognition of the
right to collective bargaining; the elimination of all forms
of forced and compulsory labour; the effective abolition of
child labour; and the elimination of discrimination in
respect of employment and occupation. 

Investors are also asked to support a precautionary

approach to environmental
challenges; undertake initiatives
to promote greater environmental
responsibility; and encourage
the development and diffusion
of environmentally friendly
technologies. 

There is also a requirement
that obligates businesses to
work against corruption in all
its forms, including extortion
and bribery.

Kamanga asserts that responsible businesses enact the
same values and principles wherever they have a presence,
and know that good practices in one area do not offset harm
in another. 

By incorporating the Global Compact principles into
strategies, policies and procedures, and establishing a
culture of integrity, companies are not only upholding their
basic responsibilities to people and plane but also setting
the stage for long-term success. 

Kamanga observed that in a country where government,
individuals, corporate, formal and informal grouping
effectively play their role, the society is well served and the
country becomes a better place to live in.

The facilitator noted that CSR is now taking more
innovative shapes, with companies pursuing dual or
multiple goals, mainly in context of commercial and
philanthropic needs, which are more sustainable, with
bilateral as well as multilateral organizations equally
partnering companies in the cause.

He cited UK-Department for International Development
(DFID) which joined hands with First Merchant Bank
(FMB) to drive financial inclusion initiatives.

“These innovative forms of CSR are very effective as
they do not require specific or limited budget unlike the
traditional ones,” said Kamanga adding that companies are
excited to come on board such initiatives as the benefits
are mutual and dual.

He observed that the role of uplifting the poor masses is
beyond government and the private sector as NGOs and
other players equally have a crucial role to play.

Nevertheless, he said government needs to take a leading
role in formulating regulatory and policy framework that
can woo companies to engage more in developing the
country such like giving incentives to businesses with
life-transforming, bigger impact and wider reach initiatives.

Concluding, he called for mobilization and education
of citizens to understand the value and impact of the
stakeholder relationship with corporates

...from page 4
Participants receiving certificates at the workshop

The training in session
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Abstract
Graphite is a form of carbon that easily conducts electricity. It occurs in form of flakes in
metamorphic rocks, veins and pegmatites. Graphite deposits are mainly found in central Malawi in
graphitic gneiss and Schist. Most of it is exposed in weathered rocks. 

Sovereign Metals and Globe Metals and Mining are actively involved in evaluation of these
deposits and may put Malawi on world map as one of the largest producers of medium to large flakes
of graphite.

1. INTRODUCTION
Graphite has several uses, some of which include;
• Being an excellent lubricant
• Its use in foundries gives a smooth facing to sand molds in which metal castings are made
• Crucibles with graphite components withstand very high heat
• It is also a component in break linings
• Graphite pencil manufacturing
• Its good electrical conductivity qualifies it to be used in electrotyping and electrical apparatus.
Main world producers are China, Brazil, Democratic People’s Republic of Korea and Canada.

2. GRAPHITE OCCURRENCE
2.1. GEOLOGY

Graphite is common in central Malawi and occurs in biotite rich gneisses which have varying
amounts of graphite and sometimes minor to moderate amounts of pyrite and/or pyrrhotite.  The
main ore bodies are weathered graphitic gneiss and schist.  The ore body has partings of biotite
gneiss, biotite and muscovite schists, amphibolites and mixed pegmatitic and syenitic veins.
Graphite-rich zones have between 5 and 15 percent flake graphite of up to 5 millimeter long and
generally exist aligned parallel to other platy minerals such as biotite.
2.2. RESERVES

Graphite is being mapped and evaluated in weathered and unweathered ore. Evaluation work is
being undertaken at Katengeza, Chimutu, and Duwi.  The average grade varies from 5% to about 11%
carbon.

At Katengeza, 2.7 million tonnes with an average grade of 5.83% carbon was delineated
by a consortium of Malawi Development Corporation and INDE Bank. The estimate was based on
trenching, pitting and diamond drilling. Seven trenches totalling 900 meters were dug at a 100-meter
interval and to a 2-meter depth.  Eighteen diamond drill holes were sunk to a depth of 40 meters.  The
graphite deposit is more extensive. 

The characteristics of the ore are given below:
Weathered ore
• Coarse flake 39% @ 97% carbon
• Medium flake 26% @ 96% carbon
• Fine flake 35% @ 95% carbon
Unweathered ore
• Coarse flake 42% @ 98%  carbon
• Medium flake 25% @ 98% carbon
• Fine flake 33% @ 95% carbon

Mean while Globe Metals and Mining is doing further exploration at Katengeza to confirm and
increase the reserves.

Sovereign Metals has identified Duwi (Lilongwe), Nanzeka (Dowa) Malingunde belt (Lilongwe)
and Dedza weathered ore as having potential for economic deposits of flake graphite, with grades
exceeding 8% carbon within the medium to large flake graphite. 

The company has estimated that Duwi Main and Duwi Bend deposits host 77.3-million tons of
indicated and inferred resources at 7.2% carbon with 5% carbon cut-off grade.
2.3. RESOURCES

Chimutu graphite is being evaluated by Globe Metals and Mining. Two main trends of
mineralization were identified and the company has plans to do further evaluation of the deposit.

3. MINING METHOD
As explained earlier, Malawi graphite occurs mainly as weathered ore and is exposed on the

surface. The proposed mining method will be open cast with a standard vertical benched design. Pit
planning will have to encompass whole lateral extent of the ore bodies and deepening by means of
a single access ramp.  The bench height will be 5 meters with an overall slope angle averaging 50%.
Ramp gradients should not exceed 8% and the width has to be at least 15 m in order to include a
safety berm and drainage ditch.

At Katengeza, mineable reserves have been put at 1 million tonnes. The production rate is put
at 100,000 tonnes per month to a maximum depth of 30 meters. The production rate will be limited
to 5,000 tonnes per annum.  Selective mining is recommended due to inconsistency in ore grade.
Grade control will be based on blast hole assays from dust/chipping collection during drilling.

At Duwi Main and Duwi Bend, the production rate is expected to be 1.5-million tonnes a year
to produce 110 000 t/y of flake graphite concentrate over 20 years, or processing 11-million tons of
Duwi Main ore at the rate of 0.55-million tons a year to produce about 40 000 t/y over 20 years.

4. PROCESSING
The processing method for Malawi graphite will be through flotation.  It is expected that the

weathered ore has larger quantities of chlorite, sericite, smectite and kaolin. Iron oxides are also in
abundance. The unweathered ore is composed largely of feldspar, quartz and micas.  There are small
occurrences of chlorite, kaolin and smectite.

Pilot plant studies were previously conducted, by MDM of South Africa, using 8 tonnes of
weathered bulk sample and 5 tonnes of unweathered bulk sample from Katengeza graphite. The
process flow sheet went through crushing, milling and floatation, and concentrate filtering, drying
and screening.  
The following product sizes were recovered :
+ 300 micron
- 300 + 180 micron
- 180 + 150 micron
- 150 + 75 micron.
Reagents to be used will be sodium silicate, frother and fuel oil.  The following pilot plant results
were considered to be optimum:
Weathered Ore
Head Grade 7.7
Mass Yield 6.9
Carbon Recovery 90 %
Final Concentrate % Mass % C
+ 300 micron 30 95 - 97
- 300 + 180 micron 30 95 - 97
- 180 + 150 micron 10 95 - 97
- 150 + 75 micron 20 90
Unweathered Ore
Head Grade 10
Mass Yield 9
Carbon Recovery 90 %
Final Concentrate % Mass % C
+ 300 micron 30 97 - 98
- 300 + 180 micron 30 97 - 98
- 180 + 150 micron 10 97 - 98
- 150 + 75 micron 20 95

Processing of Duwi graphite using conventional techniques showed recovery of Jumbo flake
concentrates grading up to 99.2% C(t) with combined coarse and jumbo flake categories (+150μm)
averaging 97.5% C(t). Total graphite recovery was at 96.6% C(t).

5. MARKETING
It is envisaged that the graphite will mainly be sold to Europe and Far East Asia.  Main world

producers of graphite are China, India, Brazil, DemocraticPeople’s Republic of Korea and Canada.
The Malawi projects have the potential up to 50,000 tonnes per annum bringing Malawi into 4th or
5th largest world producer of graphite.The products will be within the upper quality range of top
deposits.  
Rank Country World Production, By Country (Metric tons)
1 China       750,000
2 India        170,000
3 Brazil         95,000
4 Democratic People's Republic of Korea 30,000
5 Canada 20,000
6 Russian Federation 14,000
7 Mexico 7,148
Source: United States Geological Survey (USGS) Minerals Resources Program

6. ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT
Displacement of a local people near mine sites will call for some compensation.  At the same time

the projects will employ about 120 people per project most of whom will be from the same area. 
There will be no foreseeable toxic chemicals to contaminate ground water.  The raw material has very
little sulphides and there is no danger of acid leaching. Dust emanated from the operations will be
suppressed by water spraying and mined out areas will be refilled by mine wastes.

7. REFERENCES
1.0. Malunga G. W. P. 2004. Katengeza Graphite Project, Project Profile
2.0. http://www.globemm.com/getattachment/225f62d2-8e0f-4a6b-bd51-009571ba4834/Quarterly

-Activities-Report.aspx
30. http://www.miningweekly.com/article/malawi-graphite-deposit-sixth-largest-in-the-world-2015

-09-25
4.0. http://www.sovereignmetals.com.au/graphite.html

by Grain Wyson Phillip Malunga FIMMM
Mining and Environmental Management Expert

GRAPHITE IN MALAWI
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Adding his voice,

Mzimba-based small-scale miner,
Chikomeni Manda, says it is unfortunate
that the mining sector is governed by
the Mines and Minerals Act of 1981
which does not adequately regulate the
artisanal and small-scale miners
(ASM) activities making it difficult for
ASMs to operate within the legal
framework.

Minister of Natural Resources,
Energy and Mining Bright Msaka,
however, assures Malawians that he
will make sure that the Bill is taken on
board in the current parliamentary
session.

Msaka says the Bill is with the
Attorney General’s office going through
the final process before it is submitted
to cabinet and finally parliament.

“My Ministry already finalized working on the bill and
it is now with the Attorney General’s office. I, personally,
will make sure that it finds its way to the Order Paper in
the next sitting which is part of the ongoing session,” he
says.

He says mining still remains one of the key priority
sectors that can significantly contribute to socioeconomic
development of the country as envisioned in the current
Malawi Growth and Development Strategy.”

“However, in order for the mining
industry and our mineral resources to
make the expected contribution to the
country’s economic growth, there is need
for concerted, consistent and steadfast
effort towards promotion of sustainable
mining. This, in the main, will be possible
only  i f  we  develop  a  sound and
comprehensive mining legislation, which
takes into account prevailing international
best practices, attract investment and
enables Malawians to derive optimum
benefits from mining.”

The Minister also says he envisages
a modern Mines and Minerals Law
to be one that adequately addresses
corporate social responsibility, has in place
a system for determining fair practices,
enforces transparent and accountable
decision   making, encourages local equity
participation, recognises the value of

minerals exhibitions, protects investors from being hounded
out of their investments, and does not ignore the role of
women and the youth.

The 1981 Mines and Minerals Act currently in use was
formulated during late Kamuzu Banda’s one party regime
and puts the mineral resources in the hands of the Life
President on behalf of the people.

In contrast, the proposed minerals legislation, which was
expected to come into force in 2015, rests the ownership of

minerals in the State on behalf of the people of Malawi.
In the proposed law, there is a provision for

the establishment of the Mineral Resources Committee
which will compose of Principal Secretaries for the
ministries responsible for Mining, Economic Planning
and Development ,  Loca l  Government ,  Water ,
Environment, Lands and Treasury, and also Directors
for Mines, Geological Survey, Parks and Wildlife
and Forestry Departments.

The Chairperson of the Mineral
Resources Committee shall be the
Principal Secretary of the Ministry
respons ib le  for  Mining  whi le  the
Secretary shall be the Commissioner, and
the Secretariat shall be the Commissioner’s
office.

A part from reducing the powers of the
President in the governance of the mineral
resources, the proposed law also reduces
the powers of the Minister responsible and
tends to give more powers to the Mineral
Resources Committee.

“The Minister may not grant an
exploration licence, retention licence,
medium scale mining licence or large scale
mining licence unless the Mineral
Resources Committee has approved the
respective application, and any grant of a
licence that contravenes this subsection is
null and void,” states the proposed law

...from page 2

Munthali: NRJN Board Chairperson                     Manda: Small-scale miner                                       Chatupa: Consultant geologist

Kyungu, up, franked by T/A Nazombe, Inkosi MbelwaV, Inkosi Gomani (L) and Inkosi Mabulabo (R)

From L-R: James Otto (consultant), ex-PS Botolo and Minister Msaka presiding over MMB consultative workshop                    Msaka, Malunga and Patel of Shayona Cement
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VOICE OF THE BUSINESS SECTOR IN MALAWI

Malawi Chamber of Mines and Energy has
called on local entrepreneurs to partner
up and invest in capital-intensive mining
projects in order to wade off foreign
dominance in the extractive industry. 

The call was made during the chamber’s stakeholders
meeting which was held at Crossroads Hotel in Lilongwe.

Dean Lungu, who was formally endorsed as President
of the Chamber at the meeting, said locals need to position
themselves early in the blossoming sector by creating
partnerships to invest in big projects.

“If we are to claim our rightful role in the industry, we
need to urgently form partnerships and take the initiative as
indigenous entrepreneurs. The problem with us is that we
wait for multinational companies to come and we whine
about their dominance, which is absurd,” he said.

He said the sooner Malawian business persons dumped
their timid approach to new ventures the better, as
successful investment has always sprouted through risk
and courage.

“There is huge mineral wealth out there waiting for us
to exploit and liberate our country from economic woes.
All we need is courage, determination and combined effort
to reach to that Promised Land. Let me tell you here, no
one; I say no one but us, are the masters of our fate. We
sleep, we die. We wake up, we survive and prosper,” said
Lungu.

The highly-spirited Lungu said that locals should
not shy away or be scared of pumping the money into
big mining projects because that is where big and
life-transforming profits are.

Lungu said that with agriculture falling shot, mining is
the only viable alternative that can change the economic
face of Malawi and Malawians themselves, need to be at
the centre stage of the positive economic revolution that a
fully-fledged extractives industry is predicted to bring to
the country.

“Let’s lead the way, be exemplary and allow foreign
investors to be attracted through us, that is what we call
patriotic business ventures,” said Lungu, Director for
Bwanje Cement Company.

He, however, lamented the tough economic conditions
in the country that are characterised by high interest rates
which are a major prohibitive factor for locals to raise
project financing from banks.

Malawi’s lending rates are at as exorbitantly high as
30-35% while in other countries the rates are as low as 2
percent, a scenario which, Lungu said, gives advantage to
foreign investors.

He, therefore, said the chamber will engage government
to figure out how they can create an environment that will
provide necessary incentives for local investors to invest in
mining.

“We need a sound and comprehensive policy and
legislation that empowers locals to invest in mining,” he said.

In countries such as South Africa and Zimbabwe, there
are established laws that provide for local content in the
ownership of mining projects.

During the event, members elected Russel Thornicroft the
Director of Rift Valley Mining Company as Vice President of
the Chamber. They also elected a seven-member council
which includes Burton Kachinjika of Mkango Resources,
Paladin Africa Limited Country Manager Alec Sharland,
Mota-Engil’s Paulo Rocha, Chrispine Ngwena from Global
Metals & Mining and Coal Africa Limited’s Hastings Jere.

Other members are Dina Longwe of Bwanje Cement

Company, Bobby Singh from Optichem 2000 Limited,
Nyala Mines Limited’s Abdul Mahommed, Hellen
Chabunya of M’bwabwa Mining and Energy and a
seasoned geologist James Chatupa of Craton Resources
Consultants.

The function also saw the adoption of the constitution,
which was put on a ‘subject to periodical amendment’
status due to foreseeable dynamics synonymous with the
mining sector.

Chamber’s founding member and renowned geologist,
Grain Malunga, who has diligently served as a coordinator
on interim basis was given a resounding vote of confidence
and elevated to the post of Chief Executive Officer.

Malunga, a former Minister of Natural Resources,
Energy and Environment, said the Chamber is on the right
track and needs to consolidate the gains it has made so far
through dedication by its membership.

The objectives of the Chamber include promoting,
advancing and protecting the interests of the sector, its
members and the public and acting as a link between
government and the industry

By Chiku Jere

Chamber calls on locals to invest in mining
...Let us not shy away and complain of foreign dominance later - Lungu

Chamber of Mines stakeholders pose for a group photo after the meeting 


